

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
 PW1022，PW1222，PW1522，PW2222

 Do not overload the box to avoid damage to the speakers.
 Do not place an open fire(candles etc)on top or next to the box- FIRE
HAZARD
 For indoor use only.If the box is used outdoors,you need to make sure that
no humidity can enter the box..
 Make sure that the box is placed on a stable,strong surface.
 Do not place liquids on the box and protect it against humidity.Humidity can
shorten the life time considerably.
 Only use suitable means of transportation if you want to move the
box-BEWARE OF YOUR BACK!!
 If the unit has not been used for a long period of time,condensation can
occur inside the housing.Please let the unit reach a room temperature prior
to use.
 Never try to repair the unit yourself.It does not contain any user serviceable
parts.
 Run the mains lead in such a way that nobody can fall over it and nothing
can be put in it.
 Keep the unit out of the reach of children.
 Do not place them within two feet of a tele vision or computer screen, as
these speakers are not video shielded.
 If you decide to place your speakers outdoors, position them so they are
not exposed to the elements.



Like all speakers, the speakers's sound best when placed no more than
seven feet apart, ear level to the listener. If the speakers are far the apart
than seven feet, toe them in toward the center of the room.

SPECIFICATIONS
10”

12”

15”

Nominal
200W RMS
Power
Power Max
400W
Bass Speaker 10”

300W RMS

400W RMS

500W RMS

600W
12”

800W
15”

1000W

Sensitivity
Impedance
Frequency
Range

96dB(+/-2dB)
8 OHM
30-18 000Hz

97dB(+/-2dB)
8 OHM
30-18 000Hz

99dB(+/-2dB)
8 OHM
30-18 000Hz

95dB(+/-2dB)
8 OHM
50-18000Hz

2×12”

2×12”

Dimensions in

465×360×310

520×360×310

655×475×355

910×375×360

12 kg

13kg

19.5 kg

22.5 kg

mm(H×W×D)
Weight

